February 2022

The latest news from ACE for parents, staff and children

As we begin to see the first signs of spring and more daylight, we’re delighted to share with you our newsletter
for the first half of the spring term. Read on for news of toothbrushing, trips, Chinese New Year celebrations,
role play and more, as well as dates for your diaries.
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ACE NEWS
Introduction
We’ve had a busy start to the spring term, with trips outside the nurseries, a focus on ‘Our world’ and teeth, as
well as celebrations of Chinese New Year. The playground gatherings have been well attended and a good
opportunity to meet other ACE families (with another one planned for Day Nursery families on Saturday 26 th
February at 10am at the Stourbridge playground). In normal times we would hold a social event each half-term
and although this hasn’t been possible during the pandemic, we’re grateful to Anna (Drew’s mummy) for
coming up with the idea of the playground meetups. We’re keen to organise a pub rendezvous for parents as
soon as local infection rates make this a sensible option.
We’ve recently sent out letters to all Nursery School families regarding September sessions. Please respond by
21st February to confirm whether your child will be returning and if so, which sessions you would like for the
new academic year. For those children who are moving onto school in September, please also respond to the
letter as this will serve as notice that your child is leaving ACE. Parents of Little ACE children who are old
enough to move up to the Nursery School in September have been contacted. Please reply to either nursery by
1st March to let us know if you would like your child to move up (and which days/extra sessions you are
interested in). Little ACE families whose children are staying at the Day Nursery are asked to respond by 25 th
February to confirm the days you would like your child to attend from September. We collate all the responses
and sometimes find we need to reallocate days if, for example, everyone requests Monday (which is what
happened in September 2021 at the Nursery School!) In the summer term we will organise settling in visits for
children moving from the Day Nursery to the Nursery School. September seems a long way off but there’s a lot
of planning to do before then so please let us have your reply as soon as possible (and no later than the
deadlines stated above).
We’ve had a number of COVID cases at both settings this term. At the Nursery School all but one were
probably the result of previous household cases. Before bringing your child into nursery please let us know if
you have someone at home who has tested positive for COVID so we can risk assess whether your child should
come into nursery. As Omicron is so infectious and it’s difficult for young children to isolate from siblings and
parents, you may be asked to keep your child at home for a period so that we can minimise transmission risks
at nursery. We need to try and keep the staff well so that we can stay open. Many families are erring on the
side of caution off their own backs - thank you for your co-operation. With several staff cases at the Day
Nursery this week, we have had to cut back on opening hours and limit the number of attendees each day –
thank you for your understanding. We hope to resume normal business soon.
ACE Nursery School
The overarching theme this term is “our world”. We are also
pleased to update you about the return of role play in this
newsletter.
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Our World
This is a wonderfully broad topic that can encompass anything from a self-portrait to
outer space and everything in between. We’ve also linked our dialogic book choice to
the theme and have gone with a non-fiction choice, The Kingfisher First Picture Atlas
by Mason, Woodcock and Fleury.
Our curriculum goals on this topic are to:
 Explore and investigate the environment around us as well as beyond ACE
(observing similarities and differences)
 Extend vocabulary
 Discover a range of relevant books (both fiction and non-fiction)
 Look at maps and symbols and how they carry meaning
 Think about how others contribute to our world
 Engage in a range of STEM activities.
We’ve been posing all sorts of questions e.g. Where are we from? Where do we live? Which explorers do we
know? Key vocabulary has included North/South/East/West, compass, binoculars, countries, continents and
the names of the planets. Exploration has been of particular appeal to the children and has led to lively
discussions of pirates, treasure maps, space and fireworks, as well as finding out about Sir Francis Drake and
Amelia Earhart.
We’ve had huge fun doing a wide range of activities with our curriculum goals in
mind:
 Looking at “our ACE”: making an architectural map of ACE room by room
and of the garden. We’ve been focusing on the details of each room
(sometimes using magnifying glasses) so we’ve noticed things like the fire
alarms and the first aid box, the computers in the office and the shoots of
plants beginning to emerge for spring. Observational drawings of still life
objects like chairs and coats/boots/other items in the cloakroom have been
encouraged as well as paintings of the view out of the art room windows
through the trees.
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A 3D model of ACE is under construction including furniture made out of clay. IT has been embraced
so that the children can capture the world around them using cameras to take photos in and around
ACE; they then helped to print them off and make a scrap book of their findings. The garden has been
thoroughly explored too:



On the STEM front we’ve talked about how things work and how they are built. We’ve made our own
chairs to try and withstand the weight of a (toy) bear.
We introduced magnets, investigated which objects are magnetic and which are not, and problem
solved via practical research: will an object roll? (think/guess/test/decide) Will it float? Which is
heavier or lighter? It was lovely to hear that a child carried on the float/sink experiments at home:
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We’ve organised trips out into the local environment (which are we are aiming to do on a weekly basis)
e.g. to Parker’s Piece, and then created a map of our findings. We’ve visited a local architect’s practice
and learnt about how to make models of buildings as well as why hard hats are required in certain
situations. Before setting off we planned our route, looking at maps, to include visits to the homes of
children who live nearby. We also went out to buy potatoes which we are now leaving to chit before
we plant them in the ACE allotment. Maps and symbols have been further investigated, finding places
where other members of children’s families come from.



We’ve made models of our homes out of recycled boxes and fabrics as well as painting self-portraits
and representations of our families, which led onto role play about ‘my family and home.’ More about
role play later on…



A green planet poster was created explaining what we know about our world. Who and what
lives/grows in our world? This also resulted in making mud play dough which was very popular.
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 We talked about places far from ACE resulting in a busy mind map of space
rockets, planets, the international space station, aliens and more.

Role play
This is an area we are revisiting as it is vital to children’s development.
For good reasons it has been on the back burner during the pandemic it made sense not to handle and share lots of soft resources - but as
role play is critical to language and communication, imagination and
social interactions, we’ve been keen to reinstate it. The Little Room has
historically been our role play room and it’s lovely to see it being used
once again in this capacity. If you’re looking to create a similar area at
home, simple fabric structures and drapes make great areas to play in.
We’ve reintroduced props, the indoor play house and dressing up
clothes (don’t worry, these items are all being cleaned regularly as
those of you who have been helping with laundry can testify!) All of
these have allowed the imagination to flow, resulting in some
wonderful use of language and creative communication. Games and
characters are being made up, but it’s also a wonderful way of problem
solving, boosting confidence and helping with the development of
social skills. It allows children to get into character and has led
naturally to acting out familiar stories like Little Red Riding Hood and
Goldilocks and the three bears (complete with fictional and real
porridge making which was tasted at snack time with honey).
We know bedtimes can sometimes be challenging at home. Role playing has allowed the children to talk about
their bedtime routines, with props being utilised to re-enact their home schedule.
Talking of bedtimes… our Pyjama Day in January
was a bit of fun. Rebecca suggested it as the first
month of the year can often be a long, gloomy one.
Many children and staff embraced the day; we all
agreed how comfortable and warm we were. Rest
time was particularly popular that day as the
children were dressed for bed and this seemed to
encourage them to have a nap before afternoon
play commenced.
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ACE Day Nursery
We have two main items to share with you in this edition: Teeth and Chinese New Year.
Cleaning our teeth
The New Early Years Foundation Stage Framework came into force in
September 2021 and one of the main additions was the requirement for
settings to promote the “good oral health of children”. This has been
introduced following research by Public Health England suggesting that 1
in 5 children aged five have experienced tooth decay. The aim of the new
requirement is to reduce tooth decay in children and associated hospital
admissions, as having teeth removed is the most common reason for
children aged 6 to 10 to be admitted to hospital. The framework clarifies
that the changes relate to teaching children about healthy eating habits
and dental hygiene; it is not suggesting that we need to carry out
supervised toothbrushing at nursery.
At ACE our aim is to promote good oral health by:
 talking to the children about the effects of eating too many sweet things; and
 encouraging parents to promote good oral health at home via:
- regular toothbrushing - twice a day for two minutes using a fluoride toothpaste; and
- encouraging children to visit the dentist regularly (twice a year is recommended).
Natalie led a week of
promoting healthy eating and
cleaning teeth. We set up the
home corner as a dentist’s
surgery. The ACE dentist had
soft animal toys as patients, as
well as a keyboard, pencils
and paper to take bookings,
and
appointment
cards.
Pictures of teeth were
displayed and a model tooth
set proved to be very popular.
During the week, the staff
team encouraged role play
scenarios of visiting the
dentist and lots of tooth
brushing!
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During small focused group times, Natalie organised a
healthy food activity which the girls and boys really
enjoyed; their concentration and focus was outstanding.
The groups discussed which food and drinks are healthy
and which are less so. Using small picture cards, the
conversations developed by talking about what in the
foods makes them less kind to our teeth. The children
were able to name the food and drinks as well as telling
Natalie which was their favourite and why.
Over the week the boys and girls learnt that too much
sugar isn’t healthy for our teeth, why we brush our teeth
and how often to brush. Natalie found a short video,
which some of the children watched, about how to brush
properly:
 two whole minutes
 at the back, at the top, at the bottom and at the
front, making sure we go round and round
 don’t swallow the toothpaste
 don’t have a drink after brushing teeth
The children were excited to tell us about their
toothbrushes at home, which then led onto discussing
what happens during their bedtime routines (just like the
Nursery School children as mentioned above).
To support our families, we are going to include the following links on the website:
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/taking-care-of-childrens-teeth/
https://www.nhs.uk/healthier-families/food-facts/healthiersnacks/#homemade-snacks
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/kids-teeth-sweets-fizzydrinks-faqs/
We discovered this toothbrushing song on the British Council website
that the children have been enjoying.
During the conversations about teeth, we talked about the different kinds of teeth and who has them, and
some of the children mentioned monsters’ teeth! So, Natalie decided we would make our own monster
together. The children were involved in every stage of this, from finding a box to use as the monster’s head
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and cutting out cardboard rolls for the teeth, to painting and decorating the monster. We used mathematical
language throughout the process and there were lots of conversations between the children.

Chinese New Year
Happy New Year!
In Mandarin: 新年快乐 xīn nián kuài lè /pronounced sshin-nyen
kwhy-ler. This is the year of the Tiger.
Paulina confidently took the lead with our new year celebrations.
As our Equalities co-ordinator at Little ACE, she is aware of the
importance of expanding the children’s knowledge and
experiences, and the girls and boys had a wonderful time.
In the playroom the children tried on
lion and tiger costumes, accompanied
by a set of cuddly toy tigers. We had a
streak/ambush/hide (all collective nouns
that can be used in this context we’re told!)
of little tigers prowling up and down the
room.
One of Paulina’s favourite group times
during the week was when we all moved
like tigers to music. The group was roaring
and crawling on their hands and knees.
Some of the children used coloured scarves
and our octopus ribbon rings, moving them
above their heads and swirling around.
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With this age group we have a small group of the younger children who love any music and their signature
move is standing on the spot bending their knees up and down with their arms in the air – very heartwarming!

All the staff were impressed with our Chinese tea on Tuesday afternoon. Paulina and Sharon made great
efforts, along with help from the children, as we created our very own dumplings. Some were filled with
potato and cheese, and others with a selection of spiced vegetables. We talked about the superstitions
associated with different foods: how some believe eating dumplings can bring wealth and good fortune, eating
noodles might bring happiness and longevity, and satsumas good luck. All these delicious foods brought us full
tummies!

The tea tables were decorated with lanterns and lights, and traditional music in the background really set the
scene.
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The home corner was a hive of activity and wonderful colour, including red and yellow coloured rice. Some of
the children practised using chopsticks, while others enjoyed transporting the rice using their hands and a
selection of bowls. The area was set up like a restaurant, with fairy lights, cushions and draped material
creating the perfect atmosphere. Some children enjoyed being the waiting staff and taking orders, while
others played for long periods of time with the role-play food and utensils.
An outing to our local supermarket took place to buy noodles. Once back at ACE they
were cooked and used as a sensory material. Children explored them with tweezers and
chopsticks – an excellent way to improve fine motor skills by holding a variety of tools in
preparation for writing.
As this was a celebration, Natalie helped Paulina finish the project off with a bang by
filling balloons with red and yellow paint. The children watched as Natalie popped
them; this was a way of recreating safe fireworks, although they were a lot messier!
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SOCIAL EVENTS
Playground get together
Saturday 26th February at 10am - Little ACE families, at Stourbridge playground (with Bego and Liz)
Teddy Bears’ Picnic – save the date
Saturday 25th June 2022, 2-4pm
We really hope to be able to hold an in-person, outdoor event in the stable and paddock area of Wandlebury
Country Park, pandemic permitting.

STAFF NEWS
This month we feature Maria from the Nursery School:
I am originally from Malaga, Spain, where I am the middle child of
five. I joined ACE in February 2019 after moving here from Bristol,
where I lived for seven years, because my partner relocated to
Cambridge to work as a research scientist.
In Bristol I worked in childcare for about four years while getting my
qualifications. I used to be an architect’s assistant but I never truly
enjoyed working at a desk so I took the decision to turn my holiday/summer jobs with children while in college, into my career. My
first job was with six-month-old babies which I really loved but their
conversations were not as interesting as the ones I had with the
girls and boys in preschool, so I decided to work with older children.
With ACE it was love at first sight! As soon as I walked through the yellow door, I knew that I wanted to work
here so I only applied for one job in Cambridge hoping I would get it, and I did!
In my spare time I do lots of different things: I am a huge bookworm (my favourite book is “The Catcher in the
Rye”) but I also write, paint, do Sudoku puzzles (I enjoy mathematics, strange, I know) roller skate, swim, sporadically collaborate with one of my best friends from Spain in a very comical podcast about History and Geography which we both love; and the last of my random hobbies of late has been learning British Sign Language.
Since I joined ACE lots of things have happened, good and not so good (one of them was COVID, of course),
and with my family so far away as well as being new in the city, the staff turned out to be friends and family
too. So you may understand why I feel fortunate to be part of this team.
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Day Nursery staff news
Carmen has passed her probationary period with flying colours. Well done Carmen! It is a pleasure to have
you officially part of the Day Nursery Team.
Amy is taking annual leave before starting her maternity leave in March and we wish her all the best for the
arrival of her daughter (in the middle of March if all goes to plan!) Amy is receiving our weekly updates and
newsletters to keep in touch with everything that is going on at ACE.
Sadly Paulina will be leaving the Day Nursery next month (her last day is Friday 18th March). Paulina joined us
in January 2018 and after four years at ACE, she would now like to work in another setting to experience
different aspects of the early years sector. Paulina’s new role is as a room leader and we wish her the very
best. Thank you for everything you have done at ACE; the yellow door is always open to you!
Sharon has finalised our spring 2022 menus. We are always keen to hear of new vegetarian recipe ideas, so
please let us know if you have any tasty suggestions. Also, Sharon will have been working at ACE for 14 years
on 3rd March – thank you for all your hard work over the years, Sharon!

ACE PARENTS’ COMMITTEE NEWS
ACE Committee 2021/22
Chair
Rosie Humphrey
Treasurer
Liam Kelly
Secretary
Mareike Gentsch
HR and staff liaison officer & policy review
Caspar Rebling
Child protection/safeguarding lead
Hannah Greene
Newsletter & social events
Holly Beckett
Alumni newsletter & social events
Tania Saigol Roth
Social events
Angharad Walter
Social events
Bego Carod Alonso
Social events & policy review
Anna Masefield
Social events, policy review & additional contact for staff Jenny Ridge
Policy review & social events
Mircea Iliescu
Policy review & social events
Liz Kirk
Headteacher
Lisa Tuohy
Day Nursery Managers
Sarah Piotrowski and Hanna Ochalik-Baca
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The first parents’ committee meeting of 2022 was held virtually on 25th January. Reports from both Lisa (for
the Nursery School) and Sarah P/Hanna (for the Day Nursery) were discussed, including feedback on the first
full term of the new Early Years Foundation Stage statutory framework. There was an update on finances at
the end of the autumn term, the recent investment sub-committee meeting at which ESG (Environmental
Social Governance) investing was discussed in some detail, and revised reserves and investment policies were
proposed. The success of the recent playground gatherings was discussed although it was decided that an inperson Spring Fayre should not take place given the high local infection rates. However, we hope that a pub
trip for parents could be arranged in the not too distant future. Discussions also took place on COVID and risk
assessing ACE households where there is a positive case. It was agreed to review this again at the next meeting
in March (due to take place just before the government plans to remove all restrictions).
The committee can be contacted independently of either nursery via the email address below:

ace.parents.committee@gmail.com
There’s also a separate email address for any safeguarding queries:

acesafeguarding@gmail.com
These email addresses divert to two different committee members.

THANK YOU!
We ask all families to complete co-op hours every term or pay in lieu @£16.50/hour if it isn’t
possible to help out. We have had recent assistance from many of you – thank you – but do
get in touch if you if you haven’t volunteered yet this year. There’s almost always a task that
needs doing, or feel free to suggest something you’d like to do for your co-op hours. We’re
open to most ideas!
Big ACE co-op hours
Thank you to a number of families for helping us with laundry and shopping, including Lidia and Carlo
(Gianluca’s parents), Cise and Niyazi (Mirai’s parents), Afef (Lina’s mummy), Ian and Katharine (Irving’s
parents), Hannah (Lucas’s mummy), Sylwia (Hania’s mummy), Paul (Noa’s daddy), Kanika (Maia’s mummy) and
Vanessa and Craig (Elisa’s parents).
On the maintenance front we are grateful to Chris (Rein’s daddy) for attaching
the new bolt to the gate. He is also planning to patch up the rotten wood when
the weather improves. Thank you Anthony (Adriana’s daddy) for repainting the
yellow bench from the big room. Many thanks to Vanessa and Craig (Elisa’s
parents), Ayesha and Luke (Evren’s mummy and daddy) and Chanchal and
Vandana (Shubha’s parents) who have painted, or are in the process of painting,
wooden discs with fruit and vegetables to be used in the mud kitchen. Matt
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(George’s daddy) kindly patched up the playhouse floor, Andi (Max’s daddy) repaired a broom, Andrew (Oscar
M’s daddy) has sourced some fishing nets and Colin (Tommy C’s daddy) rehung a door in the art room.
Thank you to Kirstie (Thomas M’s mummy) for recording her and Thomas reading Oh no George! by Chris
Haughton. We really enjoyed sharing this video with the children as part of our celebrations for National
Storytelling Week. Dan, Gilbert’s daddy, also joined us live by Zoom to read a book to the Penguin group –
thank you. We’re extremely grateful to Henry (Otto’s grandfather) for letting us visit his architect’s practice
nearby, showing us some wonderful models of buildings, letting us try on hard hats and inspiring us about
buildings.
Thanks to Rob, Jamie’s daddy, for all his ongoing IT help at both nurseries including the ACE website (adding
policies and job adverts as well as updating links and menus). Thank you, also, to all the committee members
who are busy behind the scenes on many fronts.
CAN YOU HELP?
We have several bigger maintenance projects we are looking for help with as mentioned in the co-op hours
email sent out recently (mending a child’s chair and sofa, tiling, constructing units for the mud kitchen project
and making a new lid for the sandpit). Please let us know if you can help.
Little ACE co-op hours
Thank you to our washing team this term: Klaske and Friso (Julius’s mummy and daddy), Hanna and Jon
(Clara’s parents), Sargon and Theresa (Yohan’s mummy and daddy), and Maria and Loukik (Lena’s parents).
Thank you to Helen (Ella’s mummy) for helping to fill up the sand pit with new sand.
We have a few outdoor garden projects requiring attention this term and have asked for help in the following
areas: sprucing up our mud kitchen, outdoor art easel and front courtyard planters. Thank you to everyone
who has responded so far; we’ll book some dates in the diary for those tasks once the weather becomes a
little warmer.

DO YOU KNOW?
At Big ACE we have a contact list that parents can opt into. Families on the list can then get in touch with others who have opted in to organise playdates. Please get in touch if you would like to be added to the list.
At Little ACE we have a selection of books we can loan out to you. Our ACE library book list is on the front
door; please take a look and ask a member of staff if you would like to borrow one.
We are recruiting for a full-time staff member at the Day Nursery. Further details can be found here . If you
know someone who might be interested, please ask them to contact Sarah P or Hanna at the Day Nursery.
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TERM DATES
ACE Nursery School
Spring Term 2022
Monday 14th – Friday 18th February (inclusive): half-term holiday. Holiday playscheme available – there are
spaces available every day so please contact the office if you would like to book a place for your child (current
ACE attendees only – sorry, no siblings/alumni this time due to the high local COVID rates, particularly
amongst primary school aged children)
Thursday 31st March: term ends. Holiday playscheme available Monday 4th – Friday 8th April inclusive
Summer Term 2022
Wednesday 20th April: term begins
Monday 2nd May: closed for early May bank holiday
Monday 30th May – Friday 3rd June (inclusive): half-term holiday. Holiday playscheme available Monday 30th
May – Wednesday 1st June inclusive. Spring bank holiday on Thursday 2nd June and Platinum Jubilee bank
holiday on Friday 3rd June
Tuesday 19th July: last day of term. Holiday playscheme available Thursday 21st July – Weds 17th August incl.
ACE Day Nursery
Spring Term 2022
Friday 8th April: last day of term
Monday 11th – Monday 18th April inclusive: closed for Easter holiday
Summer Term 2022
Tuesday 19th April: first day of term
Monday 2nd May: closed for early May bank holiday
Thursday 2nd June – Friday 3rd June (inclusive): closed for Spring and Platinum Jubilee bank holidays
Wednesday 17th August: last day of term
Term dates for both settings for the whole 2021/22 academic year are available on the website.

REMINDERS


Parent questionnaires have been sent out at both nurseries and we really value your responses, which
we build into our self-evaluation process. These can either be emailed back or completed
anonymously and posted through the door out of hours.



Before bringing your child into ACE, please consult us if any member of your household has tested
positive for COVID.
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AND FINALLY…
A gallery of photos from Parker’s Piece (opposite the Nursery School) across the seasons #nofilters. We’re
looking forward to seeing the daffodils again soon and can see what inspired some of the lovely observational
paintings by the children (shown above) when they looked out of the art room windows.
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